Classic Towns – Fiscal Year 2018 Status Report
Summary
This status report outlines the marketing strategies and activities used to promote the Delaware Valley
Regional Planning Commission’s Classic Towns program between July 2017 and June 2018. Our largest
project of the year consisted of updating the Classic Towns’ website. This change was implemented to
decrease bounce rate, increase usability, and make the site more mobile-friendly. As part of the website
update we created a Walking Tour tool that lives on the site and is promoted via social media. Along with
our usual social media initiatives of building and monitoring content, we also created a new tactic to
increase efficiency and distribute representation evenly across all towns. This took form as a town tally list
that allows us to manage content throughout all towns, on each platform.
Our plan for this fiscal year to implement a new video blog series, publish more newsletters, and execute
web updates was successful. We also continued our Taste of the Towns program and original “Lists, Lists,
Lists” blog posts. With a reduced budget for online advertising, we were able to successfully redistribute
this spend and create ads focused on the overall livability mission of the program. In 2018 the Classic
Towns were still the Greater Philadelphia region’s source for information, news, and happenings in these
special communities.
Below is a detailed report of the initiatives we implemented this year, including goals, results, and plans to
move forward in FY19.

Online Advertising
Display, Remarketing, and Search Campaigns
FY18 Goal: Optimize ad campaigns and maintain the click-through rate to website with a reduced budget.
For online advertising we divide our campaigns into display, remarketing, and search to cover a wide
range of ad areas. We employed Google AdWords to manage our online advertising campaigns, and had
two main areas of focus: 1) Relocating to the Classic Towns, and 2) Visiting the towns to participate in
events and activities. Search, display, and remarketing campaigns were run, targeting audiences by
demographics and interests. We made multiple optimization efforts throughout the year including pausing
unsuccessful campaigns, and constantly rotating ads and keywords in order to show the most successful
and relevant ads to those using related search terms. Included below are charts detailing clicks,
impressions and click-through rates across our digital campaigns.
Display Campaign July 1, 2017 – June 20, 2018
Ad Group
Clicks
Topics Seasonal Ads
19,889
Topics
4,053
Placements
6
Audience: Real Estate
0

Impressions
4,138,951
1,020,262
2,201
29

CTR
0.48%
0.40%
0.27%
0.00%
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This year, we focused the budget on maintaining the proven successful ad groups, rather than
splitting it across four groups. We kept the “Topics: Seasonal Ads” group running and allocated a
majority of the budget to this ad group while pausing the others. We combined the “Topics” and
“Topics: Seasonal Ads” ad groups, because they both had high-performing ads and used the same
targeting methods. The other ad groups have been paused due to low performance.
Remarketing Campaign July 1, 2017 – June 20, 2018
Ad Group
Clicks
Remarketing
2,916
Placements
922
General Ads
89

Impressions
919,394
508,736
33,287

CTR
0.32%
0.18%
0.27%

After preliminary analysis, we concluded that the remarketing campaign also only needed one ad
group running. We moved the most successful ads from other ad groups to this campaign and
simplified our targeting so that ads were showing to those who were previously on the site, rather
than a complex combination of search terms, direct placements, or topic searching. Previously
called “Keywords,” the “Remarketing” campaign is the sole remarketing ad group currently running.
Search Campaign July 1, 2017 – June 20, 2018
Ad Group
Clicks
Text Ads
946
Search Campaign - 2017 vs. 2018 Comparison
Year
Clicks
FY 2017
2,936
FY 2018

946

Impressions
25,264

CTR
3.74%

Impressions
58,187

CTR
5.05%

25,264

3.74%

Results: Overall, we saw a decrease in traffic to the website from our online display ad efforts, which we
believe is primarily due to the 50% budget decrease for the campaign rather than the composition of the
campaign itself. We also saw an overall decrease in search campaign results (clicks, impressions and
CTR), which can also be attributed largely to the budget reduction. Despite fewer impressions, the click
through rate is still a success, and above the Google AdWords reported cross-industry average (1.91%).
There was a big increase toward the end of the fiscal year due to the creation of new ads, so we anticipate
the positive growth trend to continue in the coming months.
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Display, Search, and Remarketing Content
The majority of our ads were focused on promoting travel to the Classic Towns, with messaging to
encourage exploration and relocation. The ads were colorful, and imagery included scenic views of nature,
homes, events, and community interactions. The language was friendly and inviting, such as “This could
be your town” and “Find a new place to live, work, and play!” Overall, these ads earned millions of
impressions and tens of thousands of clicks.

Results: See above charts for campaign results.

Classic Towns Website
Website Analytics
FY18 Goal: The primary goal for the website in 2018 was to increase efficiencies on the site in order to
reduce the bounce rate and help users navigate to desired content. Google Analytics were used to
measure success in terms of traffic to and on the site, bounce rate, etc. In following sections you will find
additional information regarding web updates that impacted the results shown here.
Results: Year over year, the bounce rate decreased by 5.22%. Pages per session increased (4.44%) and
the average session duration increased from 00:40 to 00:51 seconds (27.46%). This is an indication that
site visitors are finding the content they are looking for, and spending more time viewing it. The overall
decrease in traffic for this fiscal year could have been impacted by the loss of measurement during the
month of January when a new site was launching, however, it appears that the largest factor in the
decrease in traffic is the reduced budget for online advertising as we can see there was a 7.8% increase in
organic traffic and a 58.74% increase in direct traffic.
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Yearly Top Channel Comparison

Yearly Acquisition and Behavior Comparison (Blue: FY2018, Orange: FY2017)
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Top 10 Visitor Locations by State and City
City
New York City
Philadelphia
Washington
Ashburn
Phoenixville
Mount Laurel
Upper Darby
Jackson
Newark
Cherry Hill

State
Pennsylvania
New Jersey
New York
Michigan
District of Columbia
Virginia
California
Florida
Texas
Delaware

Top 10 Referring Sites
Sites
Facebook (mobile and desktop)
City-data.com
l.com (mobile and desktop)
t.co (mobile and desktop)
Phoenixville.org
Dvrpc.org
Haddonhts.com
Lansdowneborough.com
Newhopeborough.org
Roxboroughpa.com

Sessions
2,653
261
222
247
120
108
73
72
55
57

Top 10 Visited Site Pages
Site Pages
Homepage
Explore
Calendar
Dogwood Festival Event
People’s Choice Contest Winners Blog
Post
Roxborough
People’s Choice First Announcement Blog
Post
Events
Dogwood Festival Parade Event
Malvern Event

Page URL
https://www.classictowns.org/
https://www.classictowns.org/explore/
https://www.classictowns.org/calendar/
https://www.classictowns.org/event/dogwood-festival-in-phoenixville/
https://www.classictowns.org/2018/06/12/and-the-winners-are/
https://www.classictowns.org/towns/roxborough/
https://www.classictowns.org/2018/04/12/the-2018-classic-towns-peoples-choicecontest/
https://www.classictowns.org/events/
https://www.classictowns.org/event/dogwood-festival-parade-in-phoenixville/
https://www.classictowns.org/event/malvern-blooms/
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Website Updates
In January of FY18 we implemented major updates to the Classic Towns website as part of our efforts to
remedy the high bounce rate we saw in Google Analytics. The bounce rate occurs when a user goes to
the Classic Towns’ website and leaves from the same page they entered, without viewing additional
content. The goal of the web updates was to create a more informative homepage that would allow users
to find easily accessible content, including a more in-depth events calendar, and improve navigation and
site speed overall.
To better understand the usability of the site we created a Typeform survey that would allow users to
provide their opinions and reasoning for using the site. Overall we found that users wanted more calendar
filters, better mobile-compatibility, and a map page that was easier to use. This information allowed us to
develop a redesign plan to address concerns and construct a more user-friendly site. We got rid of
unnecessary features such as the Trulia, Walkscore, and the Chirp page, and we redesigned galleries and
content pages. The survey feedback included notes that both Trulia and Walkscore were unhelpful
plugins that merely crowded the page. Users also indicated that the Chirp page had a misleading title that
could be reworked. Close attention was paid to site responsiveness, as a large portion of users were on
mobile devices. The Explore page is now more responsive, while the Events page allows guests to filter
events and activities.
Walking Tours
As part of our website update we also implemented a Walking Tours feature. This program went live the
first week of February with four initial towns and has since grown to include eight communities. The
Walking Tours have been promoted via social media, email blasts, and blog posts. The tours provide a
guide for users to obtain a clear and affordable tour path for a variety of Classic Towns, and are an easy
way to explore the communities, activities, and historic locations. Since implementing, the Walking Tour
page has had over 250 visitors. For FY19 we will look to promote this new tool further with social posts
and by finding ways to market any testimonials or tips from users who actually took the tour.
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Email Blasts
FY 18 Goal: Increase volume of emails sent and standardize the deployment schedule.
This year we wanted to implement more email blasts on a monthly basis compared to the previous year
where blasts were sent on a more seasonal timeline. Executing a greater number allowed us to create a
monthly outline that highlighted upcoming events, our House of the Month, and any other news or blogs
we wanted to feature. Deploying each email blast at the beginning of the month aimed to keep the Classic
Towns at the top of subscribers’ minds and allowed content to be more timely and relevant.
Results: Mailchimp, a leader in email campaigns reports that as of March 2018, the average click-through
rate for a marketing email is 2.61%. Ours is almost four times that average at 12.51%. Mailchimp also
notes that the average open rate for email campaigns is 20.81%. Ours comes in just below at 16.88%.
Below is a chart detailing the open rate, click through rate, and unique opens for each email sent in FY18.
Email
Summer 2017 Road Trip
Welcome Roxborough!
August Talk of the Towns
September Talk of the Towns
October Talk of the Towns
November Talk of the Towns
December Talk of the Towns
A Winter Talk of the Towns
March Talk of the Towns
April Talk of the Towns
Classic Towns People’s Choice
Contest
2nd Round People’s Choice Contest
May Talk of the Towns
Averages

Open Rate
19.66%
16.55%
18%
17.08%
18.04%
16.68%
18.13%
16.55%
18.22%
13.37%

Click Rate
7.74%
10.08%
8.87%
12.15%
11.57%
10.79%
10.08%
13.01%
12.09%
11.95%

Unique Opens
465
387
417
395
415
380
377
369
403
293

15.05%
15.59%
17.86%
16.98%

20%
23.24%
11.08%
12.51%

330
340
388
381
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Example 1

Example 1 Continued

Example 2

Social Media
FY18 Goal: Use Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram to create a digital personality and voice for all of the
locations under the Classic Towns umbrella, while also driving traffic to the site and growing the audience.
A combination of posts about events, restaurants, small businesses, real estate, historic facts, news, and
resident highlights were used to encourage a sense of community within these neighborhoods. In doing
so, we offer a platform where residents, both current and prospective, can share their opinions and
become part of the conversation. This year we wanted to continue to monitor the distribution of content per
town while customizing content to each channel. We created a tally list that includes every active town and
the amount of representation they receive on all platforms. This tool is extremely helpful to monitor the
content and ensure each town receives adequate and fair visibility. We currently post a minimum of 15
times a week: once each day, per platform.
Regarding the People’s Choice contest and social media, we did not require voters to like our social
pages. People’s Choice was a “best of” contest that highlighted the best businesses and activities in the
towns. Implementing this as a requirement this year could have significantly increased followers, so we will
recommend doing so going forward for any future contests.
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Results: Below is a chart showing the engagement we saw across social channels this fiscal year as well
as the growth in Facebook followers across the year. Twitter’s average impression rate is 14,000 for a
span of three months.

2018 Facebook
1,377 Followers
1,397 Likes

Instagram
1,096 Followers

Twitter
691 Followers

2017 Facebook
1,273 followers
1,299 likes

Instagram
950 followers

Twitter
660 followers
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Facebook Followers Growth

Social Post Tracker
Below is a chart that features each active town and their current social media tally on each platform and
program. We make sure to spread the representation as evenly as possible across all communities. The
Lists column refers to blog posts, TOT is Taste of the Towns, and HOM is House of the Month.

* Woodbury joined the program half way through the fiscal year in January 2018, resulting in a lower social media total.
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Social Post Engagement
Below are screenshots of the Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter posts that received the most audience
engagement. Facebook grabs were based on a combination of reach, shares, and likes. Instagram was
based on likes and comments, and Twitter on likes and retweets.
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Special Content Programs
This year, our goal was to provide curated content that informs and excites target audiences, encouraging
them to visit, relocate, and understand the livability of the Classic Towns. In the sections below you will
find detailed information on the specific content programs employed.

Taste of the Towns
FY18 Goal: Showcase dedicated community members in the Classic Towns.
We began the Taste of the Towns program in FY17 to not only highlight the unique and popular dining
options in the Classic Towns, but also to showcase the dedicated people who make up such amazing
establishments. From family-owned coffee shops to neighborhood pizza places, the Taste of the Towns’
blog posts has featured a wide-variety of Classic Towns gems. This year we traveled to Collingswood,
Malvern, and Roxborough for a look into both Pennsylvania and New Jersey communities.
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Results: The posts were well-received and experienced high engagement on social media including over
400 people reached on Malvern’s initial Facebook post and 177 on Collingswood’s. With our new blog
post structure from the website update we were able to create a more visual posting system that highlights
photos better, creating a more dynamic and visually interesting experience.

Lists, Lists, Lists
FY18 Goal: Generate original and engaging content for the Classic Towns that can be shared via social
and the website to promote local activities, events, and businesses.
The content varied from “The Best Spring Activities in the Classic Towns” to “Lansdowne Landing is a
Summer Must-See.”
Results: Based on social media engagement the most popular Lists posts featured the best ice cream
spots and spring activities.
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Video Blogs
FY18 Goal: The goal was to implement the three main pillars of the Classic Towns’ program, Livability,
Affordability, and Sustainability into succinct video blogs. This made the blogs less frequent and more
focused on the Classic Towns’ mission.
This year we implemented an “Around the Classic Towns” video blog series. The three-part program
highlighted some of the Classic Towns’ best attributes, including Livability, Affordability, and Sustainability.
These videos specifically spotlighted why people should live in a Classic Town. Each video included an
average of three to four towns with activities, events, and businesses that matched the video’s theme. We
visited 10 towns and included a variety of people, testimonials, and Classic Town businesses and events.
The videos were posted on YouTube, a blog post, and then shared via social media.
Results: The Livability segment reached over 500 people on Facebook and received 120 views.
Affordability reached over 800 users and experienced 234 views. Sustainability was the most popular
video, reaching more than 1,700 users and 337 views. In FY17 the average views per video were 174 and
in FY18 it was 191, proving that the series went great.
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People’s Choice Contest
FY18 Goal: The People’s Choice Contest was designed to allow community members and residents of
the Classic Towns to choose the best businesses and activities in the region. We first decided on a list of
categories including best pizza, best salon, best romantic date spot, etc. From a list of 14 questions, we
began round one. Users then voted for the best in each town. In round two, the winners from each town
competed to win the title of “People’s Choice.”
Results: Both rounds received high engagement. Round one saw a varied response rate across all towns
while Round two saw 1,855 responses and 2,856 total visits. Phoenixville swept the competition and won
the “People’s Choice” award in each category with over 500 responders voting for Phoenixville
businesses. To be more inclusive of all the participating towns, we decided to recognize all of the round
one winners with “Best in Town” awards.
Below is a screenshot of results from Round Two of the contest.

Conclusion
Overall FY18 was a successful and productive year. The major updates to the Classic Towns’ website
were met with positivity and efficiently aided the functionality of the entire site. The use of content
programs such as the Lists, Lists, Lists, Taste of the Towns, and video blogs continued to connect users
to the Classic Towns. Impressive engagement in email blasts and our first ever People’s Choice Contest
were two other high points that we hope to further evolve in the next year.
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